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Abstract—Network connected sensors are today increasingly used
in the industry. In cases where these sensors also are equipped with
computational and ad-hoc networking capacity they can form a system for ambient intelligence. To make such a system cost-effective
and easy to install it is important to avoid cabling, thus setting requirements for battery operation and wireless communication capacity. In this paper we discuss the perspectives of wireless networked
sensors using standardized Internet communication. We also present
the design of a minimal CPU / communication unit designed for this
purpose. The size of a complete unit is (25x23x10) mm including
battery supply. The use of advanced PCB manufacturing and bare
die mounting techniques allows hosting of a Bluetooth chipset and a
microcontroller, as well as a number of other SMD components. Onchip software includes a full web server, TCP/IP and Bluetooth communication stacks. The choices and design trade-offs for the system
are discussed, and the future use together with compact ultrasound
industrial sensors and health monitoring systems is briefly presented.
Keywords—Embedded, Internet, EIS, Bluetooth, TCP/IP, sensor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sensors and actuators are widely used devices in various
system implementations. Devices that are intelligent and
accessible to the Internet open new possibilities for system fault detection, control, maintenance and support. We
approach this challenge by the development of an Embedded Internet System (EIS) architecture for small mobile
devices. This architecture comprises three major components. First, very light-weighted sensor/actuator devices
with embedded communication capability. Second, the
mobile connection of such devices to the global Internet in
a simple and cheap way. Third, ad-hoc Internet networking
of such devices.
The above criteria spans a huge design space. By basing
design choices on today’s state of the art technologies, feasibility studies and proof of concepts can be conducted in
order to provide working solutions as well as gather deeper
understanding of the underlying problems. The evolution
of embedded microcontrollers with onboard memory and
interfaces have rendered a wide selection of suitable building blocks for networked sensors [1], [2], [3]. Providing mobile access to the global Internet states a number
of challenges with respect to sensor network communication, global Internet access and deployment of suitable
communication protocols. Over the last years, Bluetooth
has emerged as a standard for short-range radio communication [4]. By the use of protocols and profiles, devices can identify services and create networks in an adhoc manner. In this way Bluetooth can provide communication means for networked sensors applicable today. Furthermore, the increasing deployment of Bluetooth technol-

ogy in Internet connected consumer electronics, for example GPRS/UMTS mobile phones, handheld computers and
Bluetooth gateways, opens up an ambient communication
infrastructure viable today. Both simplicity and cost are
key issues for global Internet access of networked sensors.
Deployment of proprietary protocols for the communication is precluded as it would imply custom configuration
of the access point(s), e.g. mobile phone or Bluetooth
gateway. Instead we seek a more general solution to the
problem relying on standardized protocols. Communication cost is largely determined by the access technology,
GPRS/UMTS traffic is likely to have a higher per-byte cost
than traffic intermediated to a wired gateway. Hence, we
seek a communication solution that can seamlessly roam
between access technologies to provide cost effective access to the global Internet.
In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of EIS architectures by applying state of the art design and manufacturing techniques in the development of MULLE; a
minimal light-weighted EIS sensor platform with processing and communication capability. The implementation
is described in detail, and some possible applications are
briefly discussed. The embedded application and standardized TCP/IP communication software is designed for
minimal CPU and memory usage. The mobile connection to the global Internet is made via a Bluetooth enabled GPRS/UMTS mobile phone. Thus, by giving EIS
devices a Bluetooth communication channel it is possible
to tunnel the EIS sensor communication through a mobile phone nearby the sensor. The ad-hoc networking is
achieved through Bluetooth piconet technology together
with the NAT protocol providing IP-addresses to the EIS
devices [5]. Thus, the solution makes it possible to in an
ad-hoc manner connect an infinite number, in theory, of
EIS devices to the Internet using a single mobile phone.
II. E VOLUTION OF NETWORKED SENSORS
Today devices such as sensors and measurement instruments are widely used to get systems working. These devices have the capability to communicate data by either a
display or some electronic data communication means. For
a long time most sensor communication schemes deployed
were point-to-point communication like RS-232 or current
loop. In the 1980’s instrumentation busses like the IEEE488 standard [6] was developed. Later came the Fieldbus standard targeting sensors, actuators and instrumenta-

tion in industrial environments with tight real time requirements [7], [8]. Other approaches are the ASi standard [9]
targeting sensor communication and the IEEE 1451 standard [10], [11] targeting the conversion of low level communications like RS-232 and current loops to a bus structure. However, all these approaches make data available
only to a few predetermined users.
Based on these types of standards we now see the evolution of virtual measurement environments. By the adoption of Internet technology to these virtual environments,
sensors and actuators become available to users worldwide. Internet access is often implemented by the connection of sensors, actuators or other devices to a base unit
(large server) on which a gateway application is running
that enables the device(s) to be visible on the Internet [12],
[13], [14], [15]. Applications where such architectures
are applied are found around the measurement of medical
quantities, see for example [16], [17], [18].
The large server architecture suffers from the need to
develop a specific application that is capable of communicating with the connected devices, e.g. the Mobihealth
BANware [18]. Such a base unit is required to have the
hardware communication capabilities that enables the device communication. To make sensors mobile in this architecture it is possible to use suitable radio or optical communication. However, the access (radio or optical) infrastructure has to be built for the particular case.
Massively distributed systems is a well established research area in the realm of computer engineering. Results
naturally apply to sensor networking. Examples of interesting papers that give an overview of requirements and
problems are [19], [20], [21]. Here we also find examples
of sensor networking that requires less computational resources, e.g. the Time Triggered Architecture investigated
in the car industry [22], [23]. The, so far, most challenging
and ground breaking ideas on small device networking is
the electronic dust project from Berkeley [24], [25], [26].
However, in all these cases the sensor networks utilize nonstandard or proprietary protocols. Substantial work has
been made on the networking problem related to massively
distributed sensors, e.g. [27], [28]. Power consumption issues are critical in the design of small networked sensor
devices. There are a large number of papers targeting this
field, e.g. [29], [30].
For the future we project that many, if not all, sensors
and measurement devices will be given the capability to act
on its own as a node in the public Internet. This is achieved
by embedding the Internet communication capabilities into
the device itself. This will be possible even in very lightweighted devices. Recent achievements in the direction of
light-weighted Embedded Internet Systems (EIS) can be
found in [31], [32], [33], [34]. White papers from market
research institutes predict similar developments, particularly in the machine to machine (M2M) business [35]. The
EIS architecture provides new means to distribute data to
users worldwide. In turn this may lead to new applications
and ways of doing business. Of course this will also give
rise to new problems; technical, legal as well society ori-

ented.
We envision ambient intelligent environments with an
infrastructure based on heterogeneous IP-enabled devices.
These devices may range from simple sensors and actuators with minimal hardware resources for consumer electronics to large heavy duty devices with major hardware
resources available, all accessible over the Internet. The
ultimate solution would be to have an architecture where
sensor and actuator devices can connect to an application
using an existing access network in an ad-hoc manner. Furthermore, the devices should declare their functionalities
and capabilities to any user or application that is allowed
access to the device.
III. MULLE - A PLATFORM FOR NETWORKED
SENSORS

At EISLAB at Luleå University of Technology the development of various applications requires a platform to form
networked sensors and ambient intelligence as discussed in
the sections above. The evolution towards such an Embedded Internet System (EIS) has been underway for a number
of years. The most recent result has been named MULLE.
This section describes the requirements on the system, and
the solutions chosen to reach a working prototype.
A. System requirements
Based on the discussion above, a list of requirements for
MULLE was created. In the procedure to create the requirements list, effort was put to use solutions that where
actually realizable or already in use.
• Web server. The system should have memory capacity
to host an on-board web server.
• Communication. The system should be able to perform
wireless communication.
• Time stamp. The system should be capable to time stamp
events in real time.
• Size. The system size should be maximum 25x25x5 mm
without battery supply.
• Battery supply. The system should be possible to supply from various battery types, ranging from one single
LI-Poly cell to 4 series connected Ni-MH or Ni-Cd accumulators. This sets the nominal supply voltage range to
(3.6 - 4.8) V.
• Low Power. Focus should be on low power consumption,
with efficient power down mode to conserve power.
• Analog I/O. The system should have capacity to handle
analog inputs signals, as well as to source analog output
signals.
• Digital I/O. The system should communicate via digital
serial I/O, for programming and connection of digital sensors. General purpose I/O should be available for i.e. timer
and interrupts.
• Power supply output. The system should provide power
supply for externally connected sensors.

This subsection describes the hardware solutions used for
MULLE. A block schematic of the design is shown in figure 1.

to get a functional module. Configuration of the module is
made via a serial peripheral interface (SPI) routed to the
main I/O connector.
Power supply is realized with a fixed 3.0 V linear regulator XC6204. All components on the board will work down
to 2.9 V if necessary. The choice of the relatively low supply voltage gives a fairly large headroom for load dependent supply voltage variations from i.e. a LI-Poly battery.
The drop-out voltage of the regulator is maximum 0.2 V
at 100 mA load current, which gives an absolute minimum
battery supply voltage of 3.1 V. Initially a switched regulator was considered to increase efficiency at high battery
voltages. This option was however discarded due to concern over injection of switching noise. Also, for the target
battery supply of 3.7 V and board voltage of 3.0 V, even a
high efficiency switched regulator would not give significantly higher overall efficiency than a linear regulator.
The digital interface for external connections contains
serial connections as well as peripheral functions like timer
and interrupt pins. These are all connected to a main 26 pin
I/O connector, which is shared between digital and analog functionality. The digital supply voltage is also routed
to the I/O connector. To increase the possibility to save
power, the power supply pin is routed through a switch
transistor to give the possibility to switch connected sensors off through the M16.

B.1 Digital core

B.2 Analog interface

The design is centered around computational and communication capability. The chosen microcontroller is a Renesas M16/62A (M30624FGA). It is a 16-bit architecture
with 20 kB RAM and 256 kB flash ROM on chip memory as well as on chip 8-10 bit analog I/O. The component was made available to EISLAB as bare die, enabling
the use of Chip-On-Board (COB) mounting to reduce the
size of the circuit board. The footprint of the M16 layout including bondpads and bond head working area measures (13x13) mm, to be compared with a foot print of
(19.5x25.5) mm for a standard M16 in fine pitch package.
A 10 MHz ceramic resonator provides clock signal to the
M16. Real time clock as well as reset logic and extended
non-volatile memory is provided in one single chip, the
Xicor X1288. Although the chip was unavailable in bare
die format, the integration of all functionality in one single chip allows a space and power efficient solution. The
X1288 provides 256 kbit of non-volatile memory and connects to the M16 via I2C serial interface. The real time
clock in the X1288 requires a 32.768 kHz crystal. The
X1288 provides a selectable sub clock to the M16, which
can be set to 32 kHz, 100 Hz, or 1 Hz. Programming of
the M16 is made through a serial interface which is routed
through the main 26 pin I/O connector.
Bluetooth is chosen for wireless communication. The
used module is a Mitsumi WML-C10AHR, which is a
Class 2 Bluetooth unit with integrated antenna [36]. The
footprint area of the module is (19x14) mm. Communication to the M16 is done via serial interface. No external
components apart from one decoupling capacitor is needed

The board provides up to 3 single ended inputs for voltages
between 0 and 2.5 V, and one differential input routed via
an instrumentation amplifier. The used differential amplifier is housed in a standard 8-pin package, with one external resistor to set the desired gain. This offers the possibility to decide on type of amplifier and gain during assembly
of the board. The default amplifier is an INA122 set to 10
times gain. The single ended inputs as well as the output
from the differential amplifier are all routed to the M16
integrated A/D converter, which provides a selectable resolution of 8 or 10 bits. For a supply voltage of 3.0 V the
manufacturer recommends the use of 8 bits, which gives a
maximum sample rate of 357 kHz at a 10 MHz clock. Two
on board voltage references are used, one 1.2 V reference
for the differential amplifier midpoint, and one 2.5 V reference for the A/D converter. The M16 also houses two on
chip 8 bit D/A converters. These are routed to the main I/O
connector together with the analog inputs and both reference voltages.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of MULLE.

B. Hardware solutions

B.3 Board design
Traditional glass fiber FR4 substrate was chosen as carrier
for the electronics. Another choice would have been to
use a ceramic substrate as carrier. The use of e.g. a Low
Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) would yield similar line widths and isolation distances as FR4. Additionally, passive components could be integrated in the substrate, which also withstands a higher temperature range
than FR4. For MULLE, the number of passive components is fairly small, so this was not a decisive issue. Fur-
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Fig. 3. Overview of TCP/IP and Bluetooth stacks.
Fig. 2. Both sides of a complete MULLE board with main components
indicated.

ther, the foreseen temperature range for MULLE is limited
up to 85 o C, which is well within what can be handled by
the FR4. The board is a six layer design where two layers
(no:s 3 and 4) are dedicated for power supply. To minimize
the area through-hole vias are avoided. Blind micro vias
connecting within layer 1 through 3 and layers 4 through 6
respectively are used extensively. The minimum conductor
width used is 150 µm, with minimum isolation of 150 µm.
Copper thickness is 35 µm on outer layers and 18 µm on
inner layers.
In order for the serial programming of the M16 to work,
a boot code must be parallel programmed into the integrated flash memory. The manufacturer normally loads
this basic program only after packaging. As the M16 on
MULLE is mounted as bare die, the board has to provide
a one-time parallel programming interface. The additional
programming connections are made using two removable
break-off board parts. Each of these parts contains a 20 pin
edge connector which is removed after programming. The
needed on-board reconfiguration of several interconnections is made by wire bonds after first-time-programming.
Apart from the removal of several bonds from the M16,
also additional bonds are made on the board to provide
zero ohm connections after the completed parallel programming sequence. The M16 chip is glued to the board
with heat curing epoxy. After curing, the chip is connected
to the board with 25 µm gold wire bonds. To facilitate
good bonding adhesion the board is covered with chemical Ni/Au. After completed bonding the M16 and all zero
ohm bond connections are covered with a glob-top. Photographs of the mounted board are shown in figure 2.
C. Software solutions
The software system running on the MULLE platform can
be divided into three categories. At highest level, a generic
sensor application resides responsible for the user interaction as well as a web server providing the users with

the interface (i.e. java applets) to the sensor application.
Depending on the attached sensor, appropriate software
driver adapted for the interfaced sensor is linked during
compilation. The application reads data either from the
on-board AD-converter or appropriate digital I/O. The second category is the network protocol stacks, used by the
user application for network communication. Using the Internet Protocol (IP) for communication has numerous advantages over developing proprietary protocols, e.g., interoperability with existing systems, flexibility, and ease of
maintenance. Running the TCP/IP suite on the MULLE
platform together with Bluetooth wireless technology, any
Bluetooth enabled device may interact through standard
WWW-browser technology. Figure 3 gives an overview of
the protocol layers implemented, making it possible to create an ad-hoc network of MULLE platforms. The last category is the real-time operating system, managing the system resources (excluding dynamic buffer memory which is
managed by the TCP/IP and Bluetooth stacks).

C.1 Device driver
At lowest level, the software driver encapsulates the functionality required to communicate with the Bluetooth module or attached sensor. The upper layer stack (or userapplication) uses these functions to send Bluetooth (or sensor) commands and data packets, and receive data packets
and events. Internally, the driver for the Bluetooth module uses one of the M16 UART channels. During normal
operation mode of the microcontroller, the device driver
utilizes the direct memory access controller (DMAC) to
allow data to be sent directly to memory, hence relieving
the CPU from the low level work. However, this option to
use the DMAC is not possible if the intention is to enter
any of the low-power control modes of the microcontroller
and hence, the driver can also interface the microcontroller
UART peripheral directly.

C.2 Protocol stacks
To be able to run the TCP/IP stack on the MULLE platform having limited resources, a stack with focus on low
resource utilization [37] has been used. For wireless communication, a Bluetooth stack [38] was developed, extending the TCP/IP stack with Bluetooth access capabilities.
Both protocol stacks share the same characteristics, e.g.
utilizing zero-copy of buffer data as data is passed through
the various layers of the stacks. They are also highly configurable e.g. memory usage for packet buffers, number of
Bluetooth clients allowed, which Bluetooth profiles (see
below) to support etc.
C.3 Profiles
The Bluetooth standard defines a set of profiles for communication. For Internet connectivity, the LAP (LAN Access Point) and Dial-up-Networking (DUN) profiles are
implemented. For highest mobility, the MULLE platform
may use a mobile phone as a wireless modem for connecting to a dial-up Internet access server. Selection of
the profile to be used is configurable, either one can be
used depending of the targeted application. It is also possible to configure the platform to operate in dual-mode, i.e.
both acting as a Data Terminal (DT) connected to a mobile
phone while at the same time, act as a LAP for other platforms.
C.4 Ad-hoc network
By deploying a number of MULLE platforms, they can associate in an ad-hoc manner to form a network. To create
an ad-hoc network, a control application on board utilizes
the built-in service discovery protocol of the Bluetooth
stack together with profiles mentioned above. The control
application initiates an inquiry to search for other Bluetooth devices in the close proximity providing access to a
public network. The other device may be a mobile phone
with GPRS or a Bluetooth LAP, connected to a wired network. When connected, the MULLE platform also makes
the LAP service available, if configured to operate so, for
other devices to connect to and thus creating a spontaneous
private network. Naturally, the communication protocol
for the network is TCP/IP based, and every MULLE platform acting as a LAN access point must be able to provide
an IP address to its peer. On-board, the IP address allocation is implemented by the NAT layer [39], by utilizing one
of the reserved address spaces for private networks [40].
The NAT-implementation allows the MULLE platform to
create a private network that shares a single connection to
an external network. Finally, the NAT implementation utilizes the IP forwarding capabilities provided by the TCP/IP
stack when needed.
D. Measurements
D.1 Current consumption
System tests have been performed with MULLE set to various configurations to get measurements of the power consumption of the system. For these measurements a 3.6 V

supply voltage source was used, and the mean current consumption of the system was measured. The results for
various configurations is summarized below. The measurement data presented use different setups and software,
and represent different usage scenarios. This means that
the measurements are not to be compared relative to each
other, but to be taken as indications on power consumption
for various system tasks.
Stop mode; 2.3 mA. All internal clock nets and external
interfaces in the M16 are stopped, and the CPU core is
disabled. The Bluetooth chipset is set to deep sleep mode.
The M16 can be woken up by external interrupt only, e.g.
from a timer on the RTC or external reset. Stop mode is
useful for longer periods of inactivity, as the response time
can be up to a few seconds.
• Wait mode; 14 mA. Clock nets and external interfaces
are functional, but the CPU core is disabled. The Bluetooth
chipset is set to deep sleep mode. The M16 can be woken
up by internal as well as external interrupts.
• High frequency mode; 24 mA. The M16 is fully functional, with activity every clock cycle. The Bluetooth
chipset is set to deep sleep mode.
• Bluetooth mode; 35 mA. Bluetooth and M16 are active.
Various tasks are performed by the M16, with periods of
wait state in between. The amount of data handled by the
M16 and transferred over Bluetooth is in the order of 1 kB
per second.
• Full system mode; 51 mA. Same setup as for Bluetooth
mode above, but includes also current consumption for a
Nonin Xpod 3012 format 2 sensor.
•

The conclusion is that large power savings can be implemented when a sensor application does not require a continuous high bandwidth data stream. We have initially
found a few strategies to minimize the communication
power needed. One is to send data in batch mode storing
data in the memory in the Real Time Clock. This memory is enough to store three hours of data from a Nonin
format 1 sensor [41]. When the memory is almost full,
the MULLE can connect via its Bluetooth interface to the
Internet and send all data to a central server. It can after
flushing all data close the Bluetooth connection and hence
continue to execute at a low power mode. Another power
saving strategy is to not store and communicate all measured data unless data meeting for the application certain
or critical values are obtained from the sensor.
If the application does not demand continuous sampling
the MULLE can deactivate the sensor as well, and only
have it active during data collection. When a network of
MULLE:s are connected to one GPRS-phone with Bluetooth/NAT, the NAT-clients can reduce their operating frequency, and hence save power, while the NAT-proving
MULLE operates a full speed to be able to handle a large
number of clients. Another possible solution to reduce the
power consumption is to let a central server control each
MULLE. By the use of a control protocol the server can
decide which MULLE:s to activate, and what sensor data

that are requested if the MULLE:s have multiple sensors.
The server can then remotely switch an attached sensor on
and off. Yet one way to save power is to use the sub clock
for the M16. Unfortunately these measurements were not
concluded at the writing of this paper.
D.2 Temperature test
As the system shall be used in outdoor as well as indoor
applications, it is of interest to test the behavior over temperature. To do this, two types of preliminary tests have
been performed. The first involves a temperature cycle
from room temperature down to -20 o C, up to +70 o C, and
back to room temperature in steps of 20 o C. Stabilization
time on each temperature was one hour. The second test
was an overnight 16 hours test at -20 o C. The relative humidity (RH) was not controlled in the tests, but monitored.
During the overnight test the RH was stable at 67±2%.
The results of the temperature tests were highly positive,
with the system operating properly throughout the testing.
To simulate a real usage situation the MULLE was powered by a single 3.7 V Li-Ion cell during the temperature tests. The chosen cell was a Varta LIC18650-22C
WC, which has a specified operating temperature down
to -20 o C and a capacity of 2200 mAh. If the system
is not to be subject to low temperatures, Li-Polymer battery technology can be used to provide very small dimensions. One example is the Varta LPP402025, with dimensions of (25x20x4) mm and a capacity of 130 mAh. With
this cell the complete system is confined in a volume of
(25x23x10) mm.
IV. A PPLICATIONS
Applications for a system like MULLE can be found in
a variety of situations in the industry and in our everyday
life. Two applications targeted within the research at EISLAB are industrial ultrasound sensors and mobile health
care.
A. An ultrasound sensor
Piezoelectric ceramic materials are widely used in ultrasound measurement systems. In the industry, measurements include properties of suspensions and fluids, density, flow etc. Traditionally these systems have a low degree of sensor and electronics integration. They are built to
be powered using a mains outlet, and data are transmitted
to and from the system with wires.
Ease of installation is one important factor in the cost
picture of a measurement system. Here, data and power
supply cabling are cost drivers. If these could be omitted, the system cost would be lowered. The removal of
all cabling sets two requirements: battery operation and
wireless transmission of data. As one step towards these
goals a compact ultrasonic transducer has been developed
at EISLAB [42], [43]. In the system, the driver electronics is mounted as bare die directly at a piezoelectric disc.
This gives a system with small dimensions, low power consumption, and very good pulse control possibilities. The
target is to combine this transducer with MULLE to create

Fig. 4. Overview of the system used at Vasaloppet cross country ski
event.

a complete stand alone ultrasound measurement unit. The
MULLE can be cast into the backing of a sensor or in other
ways mounted adjacent to the transducer element.
B. Mobile health care
Monitoring of medical parameters often limits the mobility of the patient, e.g. to the hospital. Health monitoring
in out-of-hospital conditions has been of interests to researches and practitioners for a long time, but has been
concentrated on health monitoring at home. With wireless sensors, a patient could be monitored where the patient keep on living their daily life. In previous work [44],
experiments confirmed that within GPRS coverage, a predecessor to the MULLE platform successfully provided
Internet access and was able to present data for on-line
monitoring over the Internet. Furthermore, the generic
hardware platform enables us to attach a variety of sensors, not limited to sensors measuring medical parameters.
In a larger scale trial, a GPS receiver module and a heart
rate sensor (situated in a chest belt) was interfaced by EIS
devices. The devices were merged with a context-aware
platform to give sport event viewers an enriched media experience [45]. The system as illustrated in figure 4 was
developed as a proof of concept, and demonstrated in reallife use at the Vasaloppet cross country ski event. By the
use of wireless ad-hoc networking and GPRS technology,
sensor data such as heart rate, position, altitude, and speed
was transmitted to the context-aware platform Alipes [46],
which in turn presented the sport event viewer with a personalized view. Experiences from such a large test provide
valuable input for further directions in our research to be
conducted with the MULLE platform.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
A very light-weighted implementation of an Embedded Internet Sensor platform, MULLE, has been described. It
implements a complete ad-hoc sensor networking device
with TCP/IP and Bluetooth protocol stacks. The Internet
communication is based on Bluetooth as the first uplink to
the Internet. The final hardware size is 23x25x10 mm including a small Lithium battery cell. The base is a 6 layer
FR4 PCB, featuring 150 µm conductors with 150 µm iso-

lation distance, buried micro vias and COB mounting of
the µP.
For the future, intermittent usage and minimization of
data communication will be investigated to reduce power
consumption. For an even smaller implementation smaller
feature sizes will be used based on a sequential build up
circuit board technology.
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